Kansai Mirai Bank,Limited
A new match of an enterprise is making innovation enrich the support to deepen.
■The plan which becomes a gateway of a venture
business is often supported.
<Shiga Tech Planter / Osaka Tech Planter>
It doesn‘t stop to find a technological seeds in the
Kansai area (venture) and bring up, a technological
seeds in realistic Tech. territory, and, foundation or a
start-up of a new business expansion enterprise is
supported, and, chair.
< Osaka top runner upbringing business>
a support group concerns hands-on upbringing
business of the project authorization enterprise
through fiscal year and participates in support and
new enterprise upbringing of the custom-made type
according to the problem and the circumstances of
each enterprise.
< Osaka entrepreneur growing rise business>
we're seconding finding of a promising entrepreneur
and the foundation support business with which
growth is supported "Osaka entrepreneur growing
rise business plan contest" especially as the part
which works on building of the venture ecosystem in
all Osaka.
< corresponding to demand for funds>
We're responding to the demand for funds of an
enterprise while also utilizing the independent fund
(the FUNAZUSHI fund) as well as a venture capital firm
in the group (Resona capital corporation).

■Common research grant business
・A new enterprise of an enterprise is being supported
with cooperation with a research institute in Kansai
prefecture 12.
・We contribute a grant to joint research with the research
institute where I cooperate, contribute to new technical
development of an enterprise and are contributing to
new market creation.
・We‘re helping you technological search and agreement
be advanced through the year and an idea of an
enterprise be achieved.
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Kansai Mirai Bank, Ltd. Regional Strategy Department
Person in charge: Yoshio Terakawa
contact informationYosio.Terakawa@kansaimiraibank.co.jp
TEL06-4256-1262
URL https://www.resona-gr.co.jp/resonagr/bp/
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